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Toxic | Definition of Toxic by Merriam-Webster Adjective. The fumes from that chemical are highly toxic. Tests will be run to determine if the landfill is toxic..
Noun. tested for toxics in the water supply. Toxic | Define Toxic at Dictionary.com pertaining to or noting debt that will probably not be repaid: toxic mortgages.
pertaining to or noting a financial instrument or other asset that has no value or an unknown value because there is no market for it: toxic mortgage-backed securities.
Toxic - definition of toxic by The Free Dictionary a. Extremely risky or harmful, as a debt for which the borrower is in default and the collateral has lost so much
value that its sale cannot cover the amount of the loan.

Toxic Provided to YouTube by Sony Music Entertainment Toxic Â· Britney Spears In The Zone â„— 2003 RCA Records, a division of Sony Music Entertainment.
Toxic (song) - Wikipedia "Toxic" is a song recorded by American singer Britney Spears for her fourth studio album In the Zone (2003). It was written and produced
by Pontus Winnberg (known collectively as Bloodshy & Avant), with additional writing from Cathy Dennis and Henrik Jonback.The song released on January 13,
2004, by Jive Records, as the second single from In the Zone. Toxic - A Free Game by Nitrome Toxic - A Nitrome Game. Use bombs to blow up the landscape and
monsters avoiding toxic waste.

Toxic Synonyms, Toxic Antonyms | Merriam-Webster Thesaurus 9 synonyms of toxic from the Merriam-Webster Thesaurus, plus 35 related words, definitions, and
antonyms. Find another word for toxic. containing or contaminated with a substance capable of injuring or killing a living thing Synonyms: envenomed, poison,
poisonedâ€¦. Toxic (move) - Bulbapedia, the community-driven PokÃ©mon ... Effect Generation I. Toxic badly poisons the target, and has an accuracy of 85%.
When the target takes damage from the poison, the damage done will be N * x, where N starts at 1 and x is 1 / 16 of the target's maximum HP (rounded down, but not
less than 1). While a PokÃ©mon is badly poisoned, N increases by 1 each time it takes either Toxic or Leech Seed damage (meaning it may increase twice. Toxic 2 A Free Game by Nitrome Nitrome and selected third parties use cookies on this site to improve performance, for analytics and for advertising. By browsing this site
you are agreeing to this.

toxic | Definition of toxic in English by Oxford Dictionaries Definition of toxic - poisonous, denoting or relating to debt which has a high risk of default. -toxic |
definition of -toxic by Medical dictionary Disclaimer. All content on this website, including dictionary, thesaurus, literature, geography, and other reference data is
for informational purposes only.
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